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Sauder Education® understands that one style 

of chair doesn't always suit everyone. That's 

why we have multiple to choose from! Wood, 

poly, and metal options available.DESKSEATING

The PlyLok series is engineered with durability, comfort, refinement and selection. Extensive 

choice of frame and back styles provide endless style and functional combinations, ensuring a 

fit for all applications in education, including residence halls, library, dining and classroom.

PlyLok

The PlyWedge series is designed with style and strength in mind, featuring our 

unique one-piece side frame construction. PlyWedge 2- and 3-position chairs 

provide back or back-and-forward rocking positions to maximize comfort and 

function when studying or socializing.

PlyWedge

Choose from Over 20 Back Styles

Some popular backs include:
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The Delta Series offers durable seats that are able 

to nest together, providing functional seating 

options for a wide range of applications, 

including residence halls, library, classrooms, 

and meeting areas. Exceeds BIFMA seating 

durability test to 500 pounds per chair.

Delta

Encore was purposely designed to embrace how 

today’s students study, interact and relax. Packed 

with functionality and designed to exceed students’ 

expectations of comfort, Encore is a one-piece 

alternative to the Trey® multi-function chair.

Encore

Element chairs provide durable seating for 

residence halls, whether it be for student desk or 

accommodating guests that require temporary 

seating.

Element

The Upland Series offers durable seating with 

contemporary styling and options to create your 

own unique look. Upland complements a wide 

range of applications, including residence halls, 

dining areas, libraries, classrooms and meeting 

areas. Two seat widths available in standard 

heights.

Upland
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Trey is designed to embrace how students study, interact and relax. One easy 

pull to the release handle transforms from task chair to floor rocker and table/

stool. The perfect space-saving 2-in-1 chair.

Trey®

Reach... Release... Rock! I COME APART!
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